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By Walter Wangerin

Zondervan Publishing Company. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 512 pages.
Dimensions: 8.9in. x 6.0in. x 1.4in.An intimate portrait of a complex individual through whom God
was at work, turning the world upside down. With vivid imagination and scholarly depth, award-
winning author Walter Wangerin Jr. weaves together the history of the early church with the life
story of its greatest apostle--Paul. Wangerin begins to unfold Pauls incredible life by imagining the
childhood and early family life of a boy then called Saul. A fierce prosecutor of Christians before his
conversion, Paul never lost his fiery dedication, boldness, and strong personality. After his shocking
encounter with God on the road to Damascus, he applied his formidable strengths to spreading the
gospel. Wangerin deftly reveals Pauls character through each stage of his life, and enables us to see
Paul the person, living and complex, viewed through the eyes of his contemporaries: Barnabas,
James, Prisca, Seneca, and Luke. Pauls rich interaction and brilliant dialogue with friends and foes,
leaders and slaves, Jews and Greeks, creates a swift and intense historical drama around the man
who spread the seed of the Gospel to the ends of the known world. This item ships from multiple
locations....
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ReviewsReviews

This publication is definitely not e ortless to get going on looking at but really exciting to read through. It really is rally intriguing throgh looking at time
period. Its been written in an remarkably straightforward way which is just soon a er i finished reading through this book where basically altered me,
change the way i think.
-- Erna Langosh-- Erna Langosh

I just began reading this pdf. It is actually writter in straightforward words instead of hard to understand. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Jensen Bins-- Jensen Bins
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